Abstract. In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem to the Ericksen-Leslie system of liquid crystals in R 3 . Global well-posedness of strong solutions are obtained under the condition that the product of u 0 2 + ∇d 0 2 and ∇u 0 2 + ∇ 2 d 0 2 is suitably small. This result can be viewed as a supplement to the local existence and blow up criteria discussed in [9] .
Introduction
Continuum theory for nematic liquid crystals was initiated by Oseen [15] in static version, and was reformulated by Frank [6] . Ericksen [4, 5] and Leslie [11, 12] proposed the corresponding dynamic model by extending their work, and the model can be successfully used to model the situation without defects. The Oseen-Frank free energy of liquid crystal occupied in region Ω ⊂ R 3 with a configuration d ∈ H 1 (Ω; S 2 ) is
where the Oseen-Frank density is given by
for positive constants k i , i = 1, 2, 3. One can refer to [7, 13] for more details on static theory of liquid crystals. In general, the incompressible Ericksen-Leslie model reads as follows,
3 ) is the unit molecular direction, and P is the pressure. Additionally, i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, and the Einstein summation is used.
The above Ericksen-Leslie model is a coupled system by Navier-Stokes equations and the gradient flow of the Oseen-Frank model. Both of their developments are heuristic to our further discussion. The well-known result on Navier-Stokes equations is about the existence and partial regularity of global suitable weak solutions presented in [2, 14] , and the Serrin or Beale-Kato-Majda type blow up criteria presented in [1, 16] . The development related to the heat flow of harmonic maps, which is a specific example of the above gradient flow, is the existence and partial regularity of global weak solutions presented in [3, 17] . Accordingly, many literatures studied the simplified version of nematic liquid crystal equations, where required
In particular, the local strong solutions were obtained in [18] , and the blow up criteria in [10] . For the more general case, [8] started the study on existence and regularity in R 2 , and [9] on local existence and blow up criteria in R 3 . As discussed in [9] , we consider the Cauchy problem to the general Ericksen-Leslie system above in R 3 . The following initial data are imposed to (1.1):
Moreover, we always suppose without any further mention that the initial data u 0 and d 0 satisfy
where d * 0 is a constant unit vector, and
. Throughout this paper, we use C for a generic positive constant which may change from line to line, · q for the L q (R 3 ) norm with q ≥ 1, and | · |dx for R 3 | · |dx. This paper is devoted to global existence of strong solutions under certain smallness conditions. For convenience, we present definitions related to global strong solutions before statement of our main result.
and it satisfies (1.1) a.e. on R 3 × (0, T ), and the initial condition (1.2). 
, and
Theorem 1.1. Under the condition (1.3), system (1.1)-(1.2) has a unique global strong solution, provided
where ε 0 is a small positive constant depending only on k 1 , k 2 , k 3 .
Therefore, our result can be viewed as the global existence of strong solutions in critical space.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Recalling the expression of W (d, ∇d) in the introduction, one can easily check that
, where a = min{k 1 , k 2 , k 3 }, and
for a positive constant C depending only on k 1 , k 2 , k 3 . These inequalities will be used frequently without any further mention in this paper. We first cite the following local existence and blow up criteria of strong solutions, which is a special case of those in Hong-Li-Xin [9] . Lemma 2.1. (Local existence and blow up criteria of strong solutions) Suppose that the condition (1.3) holds true. Then system (1.1)-(1.2) has a unique local strong solution (u, d) on R 3 × (0, T ), for a positive number T depending only on the initial data and k 1 , k 2 , k 3 .
For strong solutions, we have the following basic energy balance law. 
1)
for any t ∈ (0, T ).
However, the estimate on the second order spatial derivatives of the director field d was not included in the basic energy balance law. This estimate is given by the following lemma. 
Proof. Multiplying (1.1c) by ∆d i , and integrating on R 3 , then we get
where in the last step we have used the fact |∇d| 2 = −d · ∆d. It follows from integrating by parts that
So combining (2.3) with (2.4), we get
proving the conclusion. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on the following two propositions.
Then we have
for any t ∈ (0, T ), as long as m(t) ≤ ε 1 , where ε 1 is a small constant depending only on a.
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2.2 and 2.3, we have
The right-hand term is then estimated by Hölder and Sobolev embedding inequalities
as long as m(t) ≤ ε 1 , and ε 1 is small enough. Thus it follows from (2.5) that
the first conclusion holds. By virtue of Lemma 2.4, we have
By the Hölder and Sobolev embedding inequalities, we have
It follows from integrating by parts that provided m(t) ≤ ε 1 , and ε 1 is small. Substituting this inequality into (2.6), one gets the second conclusion.
By the aid of the above proposition, we can establish the uniform estimates in time on the strong solutions of (1.1)-(1.2) as in the following proposition. 
